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 O
n a bright May afternoon, visible for miles, a 
column of gray-black smoke rose several thou-
sand feet above the Albany Pine Bush Preserve, 
a managed inland pine barren entangled with the 
congested residential and commercial landscape 

between the cities of Albany and Schenectady, New York. 
No fire trucks wailed to extinguish the blaze beneath the 
column, however. Emergency management and the pub-
lic had been notified that a fire would be intentionally set. 
And no land or habitat was permanently destroyed as a re-
sult of the blaze. Rather, the prescribed fire was set by con-
servationists to replicate the essential role that wildfires 
historically played in this globally uncommon ecosystem, 
a habitat for dozens of rare forms of wildlife.

One of the rarest of these is the Karner blue butterfly, 
Plebejus (formerly Lycaeides) melissa samuelis, an En-
dangered subspecies of the Melissa blue. Karner blues are 
small (one-inch-wingspan) butterflies that live in some 
midwestern oak savannahs and northeastern pine barrens 
where wildland fires were once frequent. They are “bi-
voltine”—that is, they produce two generations per year. 
The first, hatching in early spring, develop into adults that 
lay eggs in late spring. The second, hatching from those 
eggs in the summer, lay eggs that overwinter until the fol-
lowing spring. The larvae of the Karner blue feed exclu-
sively on the leaves of wild blue lupine (Lupinus perennis 
perennis), a shade-intolerant perennial wildflower.

A Karner blue is largely a homebody as it passes through 
egg, larval, and pupal life stages. Even as an adult butterfly 
it does not typically travel more than a few hundred yards 
from its natal lupine patch. Given this limited mobility, it 
is nearly impossible for it to survive fire at any life stage. 
Yet, under conditions driven by fire, the subspecies thrives 
in the tens to hundreds of thousands. How does a creature 
depend on fire for essential habitat when no individuals 
can survive it? 

The key to understanding this apparent paradox lies in 
the spatial variation of the effects of fire. Unlike the mega-
fires in the western United States that nowadays destroy ev-
erything in their path, historical wildland fires were much 
more varied in their behavior and effect. Before humans 
began suppressing them, wildland fires burned until they 
either ran out of fuel or were extinguished by the weather. 
As a result, they often covered large areas as they coursed 
through whole landscapes for days, weeks, or months. Ar-
eas dense with dry fuel burned intensely, and everything 
was consumed, including the organic soil, while areas that 
had too little fuel or that were too wet hardly burned at all. 
In many places fire would burn with varying levels of se-
verity between these two extremes. Savannah and barrens 
vegetation is adapted to fire and quickly bounces back fol-
lowing even severe fire. Ultimately, repeated wildland fire 
resulted in a constantly changing patchwork, or a shifting 
mosaic, of vegetation in various stages of time-since-fire.

For the Karner blue, fire keeps its habitat open and sun-
ny, with only dappled shade, a favorable condition for the 
butterflies and the lupines and nectar-producing wildflow-
ers they need. Fire also recycles nutrients, producing more 
nutritious and palatable lupine leaves for the larvae and 
thus yielding more fecund female Karner blues. Lupines 
subject to fire in the growing season will also resprout and 
remain lush and green well into the fall, in contrast to un-
burned lupines, which senesce in early July. A fire-induced 
shifting mosaic therefore creates not only diverse vegeta-
tion ages and structures, but also variable host plant avail-
ability and quality.

The butterfly, in turn, tracks that mosaic. When patches 
of occupied habitat burn, all or nearly all of the individuals 
(whether egg, larval, or adult butterflies) are exterminat-
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ed. However, nearby patches that 
did not burn provide a source of 
butterflies that can recolonize the 
vibrant lupines that sprout up fol-
lowing fire. So, while fire kills in-
dividuals, it invigorates the popu-
lation over the long term.

 K
arner blues persisted for 
thousands of years in this 
landscape-level dance with 

fire until humans disrupted those 
dynamics. We took over much of 
the pine barrens and savannah 
ecosystems for our own needs, 
and we excluded fire. Without re-
curring fire the remaining patches 
of Karner blue habitat transi-
tioned to closed-canopy forest or 
other unsuitable vegetation. Over 
time the effects on Karner blue 
numbers were further exacer-
bated by the decreasing size and 
greater isolation of the remain-
ing patches of habitat. As a result, 
the subspecies experienced more 
than 90 percent decline in distribution and abundance 
across its North American range, and the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service listed it as Endangered in 1992. 

To reverse the decline, recovery actions are being taken at 
thirteen areas across the Karner blue’s historical range. One 
such place is the Albany Pine Bush, a northeastern interior 
pine barren that once covered more than 25,000 acres but 
today occupies 6,000, of which 3,200 is protected as a not-
for-profit Preserve. The Albany Pine Bush is one of fewer 
than twenty remnant pine barrens that persist today in a 
disjointed archipelago of habitat islands across the north-
eastern U.S. While sand is the dominant soil type of most 
pine barrens, the Pine Bush is unique among all of them in 
that the sands there were blown into a massive field of roll-
ing dunes 50 to 165 feet tall. The dunes provide topographic 
relief and, with it, diverse microclimates of temperature, 
humidity, and wind that influence fire behavior and help 
shape subtle but consequential differences in the composi-
tion and structure of the plant and animal community. 

The Albany Pine Bush is dominated by an inland pitch 
pine/scrub oak barrens ecological community that struc-
turally resembles a savannah, with widely spaced pitch 
pine trees (Pinus rigida) rising above an understory of 
scrub oak shrubs (Quercus ilicifolia and Q. prinoides) in-
terspersed among prairie grasses and wildflowers, includ-
ing lupines. It is in these lightly shaded interstitial prairies 
where the Karner blue thrives. 

In the Albany Pine Bush Preserve, a diverse group of 
public and private conservation partners are reintroduc-

ing fire, alongside other pre- and post-fire treatments, 
including tree cutting, mowing, and planting, to restore 
the barrens ecosystem health and recover the local Karner 
blue population. Over the past twenty-eight years, these 
partners have burned nearly 3,000 acres, including hun-
dreds of acres of occupied Karner blue habitat. In response 
the amount and quality of the barren has improved. The 
area of Karner blue habitat has also increased, from a mere 
dozen acres in 1990 to 700 in 2019. As a result, the Karner 
blue population has grown from a few hundred to an an-
nual population that is at least three times larger than the 
3,000-butterfly minimum established by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service for this location. 

Reintroducing fire has benefitted both the barren and 
the butterfly, but the future for both remains uncertain. 
Precipitation and temperature patterns are becoming in-
creasingly variable as a result of human-caused climate 
change. The changes may not only be incompatible with 
Karner blue biology but may also limit conservationists’ 
ability to apply prescribed fire where and when it is needed. 
We can only hope that the efforts to restore the ecosystem 
and bolster local wildlife populations have helped prepare 
the Karner blue and other species for this uncertain future.

Neil A. Gifford is the Conservation Director for the Albany 
Pine Bush Preserve Commission and a member of the New 
York State and Federal Karner blue butterfly recovery teams.
Steven P. Campbell is the Conservation Biologist with the Al-
bany Pine Bush Preserve Commission.

Individually, the Karner blue butterfly is vulnerable to habitat fires, 
but as an Endangered subspecies, it needs fire to maintain growth of 
its larval food source.
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Smoke rises from a controlled burn in the Albany Pine Bush Preserve, a pine barren set amid 
buildings and infrastructure near New York’s state capital.
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